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n Gold fell, extending the first back-to-back weekly drop since May, as buoyant
equity markets and gains in the dollar hurt demand ahead of central bank
meetings in the U.S. and Japan this week.

n Bullion for immediate delivery dropped as much as 0.7 percent to $1,313.57
an ounce and traded at $1,316.43. The metal lost 1.1 percent last week after
shedding 2.1 percent the week before. Prices slid 0.5 percent on the Shanghai
Futures Exchange.

n Gold�s rally this year has been trimmed as a stronger dollar and rebound in
equities cut demand for the metal as a store of value. Market expectations of
the Fed raising interest rates by the end of this year have increased significantly
over the last two weeks, and it is likely that the Fed could be conveying a more
optimistic message about the U.S. economy.

n Federal Reserve policy makers meet on July 26-27, with traders pricing in 10
percent odds of a rate rise, while the probability for a move in December rose
to 45 percent from 12 percent at the beginning of this month.

n The Dollar Spot Index rose for the sixth time in seven days. The yen traded
little changed after weakening as much as 0.6 percent amid expectations of
more easing from policy makers on Friday. A majority of economists surveyed
by Bloomberg project the Bank of Japan will step up stimulus at the meeting
ending on July 29.

n Strong corporate results announced by major international companies in the
earnings reporting period in Europe and the U.S. last week boosted the risk-
on sentiment of investors, which led to gold losing some of its allure as an
investment.

n Holdings in gold-backed exchange-traded funds rose 0.6 metric tons to 2,005
tons on Friday, data compiled by Bloomberg show.

Gold prices were under pressure on Friday as the

dollar gained traction following the stronger than

expected Markit PMI report.  Prices attempted to test

resistance near the 10-day moving average at 1,333,

but were unable to recapture that level.  Support is

seen near an upward sloping trend line that connects

the lows in May to the lows in June, which comes in

near 1,315.  Momentum is negative as the MACD

(moving average convergence divergence) index is

printing in the red with a downward sloping trajectory

which points to lower prices. U.S. Markit manufacturing

PMI rose to 52.9 in the preliminary July read, after

edging up 0.6 points to 51.3 in June. Markit reported

that manufacturing payrolls increased at the fastest

pace in a year. New orders improved to their best level

since October. This is another indicator reflecting the

bounce back in the economy after subdued Q1 growth.

n Gold extended losses today from the previous

session as Asian stocks were at near nine-month

highs on increasing risk appetite

n Bullion fell 0.7 percent on Friday, declining for a

second successive week

n The BoJ and the U.S Federal Reserve will likely

come up with some fairly positive comment on

the economic performance

n Central banks from Washington to Tokyo

take centre stage this week

n Spot gold may break support at $1,313 per

ounce and fall to $1,298
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n Oil prices held near two-month lows today in Asian session amid worries that
a global crude and refined product glut would weigh on markets for some time
to come. U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude was at $44.11, down 8
cents a barrel.

n Ongoing oversupply and growing economic headwinds were weighing on oil.
Sentiment looks to have turned negative. Morgan Stanley said headwinds were
growing for the second half of the year, leading to an expectation of lower oil
prices. It pointed to resilient U.S. supply, falling demand for transport fuels, and
oversupply by refiners, particularly in gasoline.

n A strong dollar and a fourth weekly rise in the U.S. oil rig count also weighed
on prices. Money managers cut their net long U.S. crude futures and options
positions, which would profit from rising prices, to a four-month low in the week
to July 19, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission said on Friday.

n Libya's hopes to boost crude exports have been dealt a blow after the head
of the National Oil Corporation (NOC) objected to a deal between the government
and local guards to reopen key ports.

n The dollar has picked up in recent weeks as central banks around the world
prepare to unveil fresh stimulus measures at the same time as strong US data
fuel speculation the US Federal Reserve will lift interest rates.Prices have
fluctuated between $43 and $52 per barrel since early June after falling below
$30 in February on the back of the world supply glut and weak demand.

n Multiple supply disruptions around the world are also coming to an end. In
Nigeria, police arrested a key militant responsible for attacks on oil infrastructure,
according to an AFP report. Investors this week will be keeping a close eye on
two major central banks -- the Bank of Japan and the U.S.Federal Reserve--
for their decisions on interest rates and outlooks on their respective countries.

WTI crude oil prices moved lower on Friday in the

wake of the larger than expected increase in active

drilling rigs. Brent crude oil followed suit. Crude printed

two-month lows of 43.77 in the aftermath of the Baker-

Hughes rig count data, which revealed an increase of

14 operating rigs to 371. The rebound in functioning

rigs has been a source of concern for oil bulls, as it

indicates further domestic supply coming back on line.

Resistance on crude oil prices is seen near the 10-

day moving average at 45.29, while support is seen

near the June lows at 42.86. Momentum has turned

negative again as the MACD index generated a sell

signal. This occurs as the spread (the 12-day moving

average minus the 26-day moving average) crosses

below the 9-day moving average of the spread.  The

RSI broke down below support reflecting accelerating

negative momentum, which should lead to lower prices.

n Oil prices dipped earlier today, extending last

week�s losses on fresh worries about a global

supply glut

n More US rigs come back online and the U.S Dollar

is strengthening

n The increase in production adds to an already

painful oversupply crisis

n US benchmark West Texas Intermediate was

down 17 cents at $44.02 a barrel, a new two-

month low

n Prices have fluctuated between $43 and $52 per

barrel since early June
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n Silver futures for September delivery shed 12.6 cents, or 0.64%, on Friday to
settle at $19.68 a troy ounce. On the week, silver futures slumped 36.8 cents,
or 2.33%, the first weekly loss in eight weeks.

n Renewed expectations for a Federal Reserve rate hike later this year boosted
the U.S. dollar and as investors looked to buy into rising equity markets rather
than purchasing safe-haven assets.

n A recent string of better than expected U.S. data reignited speculation that the
Federal Reserve will raise interest rates before the end of the year. Interest
rate futures are currently pricing in a 45% chance of a rate hike by December,
compared with less than 20% a week ago and up from 9% at the start of this
month.

n Precious metals are sensitive to moves in U.S rates. A gradual path to higher
rates is seen as less of a threat to gold prices than a swift series of increases.
The U.S dollar index, which measures the greenback�s strength against a trade-
weighted basket of six major currencies, rose to a four-month high of 97.59 on
Friday.

n A stronger U.S. dollar usually weighs on gold, as it dampens the metal's appeal
as an alternative asset and makes dollar-priced commodities more expensive
for holders of other currencies.

n The metal remained supported amid speculation central banks in Europe and
Asia will step up monetary stimulus in the next few months to counteract the
negative economic shock from the Brexit vote.

n In the week ahead, investors will be looking to Wednesday�s highly-anticipated
Federal Reserve policy statement for fresh guidance on the pace of interest
rate hikes over the next several months. Elsewhere, market participants will
be awaiting a monetary policy announcement from the Bank of Japan on Friday.

Silver markets initially rallied during the course the

day on Friday, but turned right back around to form a

bit of a shooting star. The shooting star of course is

a negative sign but at the end of the day I still see a

massive amount of support just below so therefore it�s

going to be difficult to sell. A pullback from here will

more than likely find plenty of buyers below all the

way down to the $18 level as the market has broken

out from there and shot straight up. So having that in

mind, I am looking for supportive candles in order to

go long. The short-term chart still points lower since

peaking on 7/11. During the Asian session, silver turned

lower off a trend-line which runs off that peak created

nearly two weeks back at 20.66. Lower lows and lower

highs have been marking the trend lower.  A breakout

above may not lead to a new leg higher, but the 20.66

area could be achieved.

n Silver fell about 3 percent last week, was down

0.7 percent to $19.48 today

n Asian shares rose as worries over the impact of

Britain's Brexit vote eased

n Central banks from Washington to Tokyo take

centre stage this week, although policymakers

are likely to remain cautious

n The U.S Dollar, rose to 97.59 in Friday�s

trading session

n A stronger U.S Dollar makes dollar-priced

commodities more expensive for holders of

other currencies
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